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Introducing JumpList
By  J o e  C a u g hman

I have worked on mainframe applications for nearly 18 years. While
the mainframe is a great platform to develop applications on, it lacks

the editing and object management features that I desire. Often, I need
access to different data sets which makes it necessary to reenter the
data set names when needed. The referral list capability of option 3.4
has helped me in some respect, but it still would be nice to have a way
of accessing needed data sets without having to leave my current edit
session or task at hand. For instance, to edit or browse a source mod-
ule it is necessary to go to option 2 or option 3.4, enter the data set
source name, press enter, and then select the member name. After I fin-
ish editing my program, I need to go to the data set where my compile
JCL resides, edit it and then submit the compile. After I receive the
return code of 12, I have to go back to the source program to figure out
what I did wrong. This involves either a lot of keying to navigate from
one panel to another, or the juggling of split screens or even multiple
sessions to allow the necessary resources to be available. To alleviate
this problem, I wrote JumpList. JumpList is an object and task manager
that provides great flexibility in the management of multiple data sets,
members of those data sets, and how the members are utilized.
JumpList doesn’t make me a better programmer but it does allow me
to better organize my work flow.

JumpList allows the organization of data set groups by profile
names. A profile name could relate to the latest ongoing project or
could relate to a set of JCL utilities or compile and link JCL.
JumpList allows you to Edit, View, or Browse PDS, Sequential data
sets, and Generational data sets. You can also compress data sets.
Delete, copy, and rename functions are left to the DSLIST function
of Edit. DSLIST is equivalent to option 3.4 of ISPF and provides the
means to perform data set maintenance. This function is invoked by
using the ESCR, for Edit Screen, command in CMD for a partitioned
data set. JumpList is also a task manager. It allows you to organize
jobs, TSO commands, Rexx commands and utilities by a profile
name. Part of the task manager routine allows you to create your own
JumpList commands. This feature allows JumpList to be customized

to your specifications. You can add the features that I relegated to
DSLIST, add change control processes, compile processes, or even
invoke external utilities or Rexx procedures. You can find more
information and examples in the User Guide.

I’ve been working with CICS and how it works in COBOL pro-
grams. I utilized a few examples from a CICS training book. I wrote
the compile and link JCL and the BMS assemble JCL. JumpList has
shown its merit by providing me access to the files needed to accom-
plish my tasks within the rather complicated coding environment of
CICS. I will demonstrate the JumpList profile that I used to organize
my CICS project.

To create a new JumpList profile, I enter TSO JUMPLIST CIC-
SEX3. CICSEX3 is the profile name for the CICS project. A new
JumpList screen appears with 10 blank lines. I can add or delete lines
using the /I and /D commands. See the command summary section for
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FIGURE 1: INITIAL JUMPLIST SCREEN



more details. I then add the data set names and members of the pro-
grams that I am working with. See FIGURE 1. This screen is now asso-
ciated with the profile name which I can use to gain access during a
later session. I can edit, view, or browse the members or data sets listed
on the screen. If I wish, I can add new data sets or delete or overwrite
existing entries. Since the entries are persistent, they will be available
the next time that I use JumpList. I also have access to my various
VSAM definitions JCL. The compile JCL was implemented using File
tailoring. This is detailed in the User Guide. However, File Tailoring is
a powerful feature of the utility and has multiple uses. It can be imple-
mented through a user script or as a user defined command.

Another neat feature of JumpList is its ability to process Rexx and
TSO commands with immediate scripts. It is not always convenient to
remember ISPF commands such as ISRDDN, which provides alloca-
tion information. See the ISRDDN entry on FIGURE 1. I preceded the
command with a dash to tell JumpList to process to start the command
processor. I can also execute user created commands. Such a command
is preceded by an equal character.

An extension of the immediate script capability is the ability to cre-
ate user commands. Up to 1000 commands can be utilized and this limit
can be extended with a coding change to JumpList. Two types of user
commands are available. They are local commands and supervisor com-
mands. The first consists of local commands that are available only to
the user who created them. For instance, if USERJFC created a series of
commands, these commands will only be available to that user. Other
users could utilize USERJFC commands if they point JumpList to that
account. Of course, now they cannot access their local commands since
the focus is now on USERJFC. The second type of user command is the
supervisor command. Supervisor commands are owned by the systems
analyst and are available to all JumpList users. This approach allows the
control and implementation of mission critical commands. Between the
two types of commands, 1000 commands are available to both types.
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FIGURE 2: NEW PROFILE FIGURE 3: COMPILE SCRIPT ENTRY

//&USER.A JOB ACCT#,                                        
//             NOTIFY=&USER,                                
//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                               
//LIBS   JCLLIB ORDER=(USER.PROCLIB)                        
//ASM      EXEC DFHMAPS,MAPNAME=&SMEMBER                    
//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=COBOL.TST1.MAPLIB(&SMEMBER),DISP=SHR     
//                                                          

FIGURE 4: PRINT COMMAND LOGIC FIGURE 5: COMMAND SCRIPT EXAMPLE

FIGURE 6: COMMAND SCRIPT CREATION



To create user commands, you must first
enter @USERCMD in the profile field. This
simply creates a new user profile, but with a
twist. This profile name is recognized by
JumpList as the user command table and
builds an associative table of commands every
time JumpList is restarted. The new profile is
slightly different than the normal profile. See
FIGURE 2. The new command names will be
entered under COMMAND. Note that the size
of the new command name can only be up to
4 characters in length if they are to be invoked
as browser commands. As start up and shut
down commands, they can be up to 8 charac-
ters in length. As with the immediate script
entries, a combination of Rexx and TSO com-
mands can be entered to comprise the new
command. Also, previously defined user or
supervisor commands can be included in the
new command. These commands could also
have other commands imbedded within them.
User and Supervisor commands can also
become start up and shut down commands. If
a command is preceded with a < character,
then it becomes a start up command that is
executed when JumpList is started. If a com-
mand is preceded with a > character, then it
becomes a shut down command that is executed when JumpList termi-
nates. This provides the ability to connect and logoff to the ISPF
Workstation or to the DB2 or IMS subsystems. Multiple start up and
shut down commands can be initiated at one time. The base JumpList
program does not have a print function hard coded into it, but the func-
tion is easily added as a user command. In the @USERCMD profile, I
enter PRT for the command and /XPN in the CMD field to expand the
entry length and press enter. See FIGURE 3. The expand command
allows the entry of 2025 characters. I enter the print command logic on
the expand panel and press enter. See FIGURE 4. I then PF3 out of the
utility and restart it with TSO JUMPLIST. This loads the function into
the associative command table and is now available for use. The file tai-
loring JCL is shown in FIGURE 5. It needs to be installed in the ISPSLIB
LIBDEF that your shop has allocated for skeletal procedures. You can
also provide your own LIBDEF, as shown in the FIGURE 4. If you pro-
vide your own print JCL then be sure that the symbolic account infor-
mation follows that shown in FIGURE 5.

FINAL THOUGHTS

JumpList is a remarkable example of how a utility can become self
sufficient. The basic tool is just that. But it has all the inherent qual-
ities to allow you to build a tool with just the amount of power that
you desire.

The JumpList User Guide provides examples on how to implement
File Tailoring compile examples. It will also include examples on how
to implement the COPY and MOVE commands to allow data set main-
tenance within JumpList. Other commands will also be available for
instruction. The guide is available from the author at the email address
provided below.

INSTALLATION NOTES

To install JumpList, first download file 717 from the CBT tape.
The URL is http://cbttape.org/updates.htm. Click on file 717 to
download. Once the zip file is downloaded, unzip it to a known PC
directory. To upload the XMI file to the mainframe, first use =6 on
the TSO command line to go to the TSO Command Shell screen.
Each emulator varies in the method used to upload a file to the host.
In my case, I use the Transfer option of the emulator and select Send
to Host. The XMI file is selected using the Browse function. The tar-
get destination must be a sequential file of fixed length and 80 char-
acters in length. You may need to create such a file using the 3.4
option. I called mine TEMP.UPLOAD. Be sure that the transfer
option is set to Binary. After the file is uploaded to the destination, I
use the RECEIVE command to receive the file. Use RECEIVE
INDS(‘TEMP.UPLOAD’). The received file creates TSO data sets
that usually begin with CBT, such as CBT.CBT466.FILE717.PDS.
In some cases, it may begin with SBGOLOB.

It is a good idea to screen print the unload screen that appears
when the receive command is processed to note the actual data set
names that are created. If the files cannot be created then check for
RACF authorization to allow for files beginning with CBT or
SBGOLOB to be allocated. Within the received PDS, edit the
INSTALL file. Each component of JumpList is contained in this file
and it is necessary to modify the JCL to allow the unloaded compo-
nents to go to their required PDS’s. In the case of the main JumpList
program, modify the SYSUT2 DD name to point to the PDS used
for your shop’s Rexx execs. In the case of the four JumpList panels,
modify the SYSUT2 DD name to point to the PDS used for your
shop’s ISPF panels. For the panels, only one SYSUT2 DD name
will be shown since it loads the four panels. Once the utility is prop-
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/I – Inserts a blank line into the display table
/Ixx – Inserts xx number of lines into the display table.  xx is a numeric value
which represents the number of lines to insert..
/D – Deletes a single line from the display table.
/Dxx – Deletes xx number of lines from the display table.  xx is a numeric value
which represents the number of lines to delete.
/R – Replicates a single line in the display table.
/Rxx – Replicates xx number of lines in the display table.  xx is a numeric
value which represents the number of replicated lines.
E – Edits a member or data set.  If both MEMBER and DATASET are specified then
the member is edited.  If only DATASET is specified and the data set is a PDS
then the DSLIST function is performed.  This is equivalent to ISPF option 3.4
and allows for the editing, renaming, copying, or deleting of members.  If the
data set is sequential, then the file is edited.  Note that the edit function
does not support VSAM files.
V – Views a member or dataset.  The View function has the same rules as Edit.
B – Browses a member or a data set.  The Browse function uses the same rules as
Edit but with a few exceptions.  VSAM files can be browsed.  Also, if only
DATASET is specified then the PDS or sequential file is browsed.
Z – Compresses a PDS.
COMP – An alias of Z.
J – Submit JCL..  Submits the JCL that is specified in MEMBER. 
ES – Edit Script function.  Edits the script in INITIAL.
TS – Test Script function.  Executes the script specified in INITIAL.
FE – File tailor Edit.  Edits the results of the file tailoring request.
FJ – File tailor submit.   Submits the results of the file tailoring request.
/CLOSE – A command line function that forces the release of the table data sets
in the event some event prevents them from closing properly.  This is unlikely
to occur.

Command Summary

FIGURE 7: COMMAND SUMMARY



erly installed, the owner of the utility will need to edit the Rexx
program and make the noted parameter changes to it. They are
explained in detail at the top of the program. The changes will be
necessary if the owner decides to make supervisor commands avail-
able to the user group, such as the COPY command that I described
earlier in this article.

I spent a good part of my career pondering over how to make my job
easier as an applications programmer. At my former job, I was given
the opportunity to express myself as a Rexx programmer, in addition to
my applications work. I was able to produce a great number of pro-
ductivity tools some of which outright saved the company many hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars in expenditures. The point here is that
great tools can be developed with little money if you have the right
people involved in the process. Famously expensive mainframe tools
are really nothing more than the utilization of existing components of
your system.  

NaSPA member Joseph Caughman is an applications programmer with 18
year’s experience working with COBOL batch and online applications on
the OS/390 system. This also includes CLIST, REXX, and ISPF applications.
A graduate of the University of South Carolina with a degree in Computer
Science, he spent the first five years of his career with Policy Management
Systems Corporation (PMSC), now a division of Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC). He spent the next 12 years of his career with West
Bend Mutual, a leading carrier of Property and Casualty insurance based
out of West Bend,WI. He now does consulting work and free lance writing
for major technical trade journals. He can be contacted via e-mail at
JOE.CAUGHMAN@GMAIL.COM. Please direct any inquiries or questions
about JumpList to this address.You can also request a user guide manual
from this address.
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